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he word “hypnos” is Greek
for sleep. Have you ever
thought about integrating
hypnotherapy or guided
meditation into your menu?
Baby boomers, Gen X
and Y — even tweens —
can benefit from the age-old
relaxation and stress reducing techniques of this
very powerful self-controlled, professionally
presented therapy. With so many stressed clients
entering our businesses today, we can enhance
and diversify our offerings as well as boost our
clients’ mindfulness and wellbeing. In the USA
and Canada you can find many spas and salons
successfully offering these therapeutic modalities.
Scientists tell us we have four states of mind:
Beta when we are wide awake, alert and conscious;
Alpha, where we are relaxed or daydreaming;
Theta, deeply relaxed and in a light sleep state;
and Delta, the profoundly relaxed zone. Alpha is
where we’re sometimes spaced-out, zoned-out,
on auto-pilot and it’s Alpha that’s going to get
our attention now, as it’s where the subconscious,
intellectual and creative mind resides. It’s also
where your habits, hang-ups and obstacles live.
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It’s in this subconscious mind where positive suggestions, words and
instructions can literally recalibrate your script, eliminate undesired habits
without that annoying, “self-defeating chatter” that gets in the way.
We’ve all read about how successful hypnotherapy is with smoking
cessation or weight loss. Hypnotherapy is just a deeper state of relaxation
you allow yourself to be guided into. We actually go there naturally, several
times a day, when we daydream. Sometimes, on a particular day, we may
or may not be able to totally relax into that Alph state, but we can at least
experience a contemplative-like moment and benefit from guided suggestions
by a therapist to feel calm and quiet. Most hypnotherapists or meditation
coaches will prescribe at least five sessions over a five-week period to attain
long lasting results. Remember, it takes 21 days at a minimum to change a
habit. And speaking of habits, guided meditation and hypnotherapy work to
overcome negative beliefs and behaviours, fears, worry and phobias as well as
to reduce stress, anxiety, depression and pain.
Success with hypnotherapy is really astounding, but first we must dispel
the myths surrounding it. Unfortunately it’s had a bad rap by magicians using
certain techniques to make fools of their willing subjects. Hence the newer,
popular name , Guided Meditation - it’s really one in the same. If you’ve ever
undergone psychoanalysis, your therapist may or may not have used hypnosis
as a tool to help with the changes you desired from your therapy. It’s been
used to promote confidence, achieve financial success, increase motivation,
drive and passion, as well as to attract positive, fulfilling relationships into your
life. Ultimately, hypnosis and guided meditation can help your clients create a
happy, healthy and balanced life.
When your client is in this “trance state” of enhanced relaxation they can
access a deeper place in their subconscious where they will be better able to
accept the positive suggestions delivered through the guided meditation. In
this hypnotic space is where the positive reinforcement happens, which effects
enduring body-mind improvements and change. First remove the myth about
someone else controlling your mind; it’s you who is in charge of yourself and
only you who allow the benefits of this form of meditation to heal.
Guided imagery is one aspect of hypnotherapy where descriptions of
pictures for you to visualise help you to work through various medical or
emotional concerns either by direct suggestion or use of a metaphor in the
imagery. Images may not be rational to your conscious mind but powerful
symbols, or archetypes, can be used to guide you to heal or improve yourself.
The hypnotist can create these pictures for you or you can be guided through
past life comfort zones to discover your own archetypical place where you are
at peace with yourself. Some of us prefer to let the therapist guide us fully but
others might find more control or support by using our own special place of
calm. Once you’ve gotten to the most relaxed state you will get to on your day
of hypnotherapy, you will be guided by these powerful symbols, suggestions,
mantras or thoughts that will enter your subconscious mind so you will
experience positive change.
There are two very practical ways you can integrate guided meditation
and hypnotherapy into your spa menu of services. The easiest would be to
contract a hypnotherapist who has a holistic approach and would be happy to
provide their services to your clients. It could be a win-win for both parties as
the hypnotist would be expanding their expertise into the beauty industry and
the salon or spa would be introducing a specialised modality to its loyal client
base. The second would be to search for a technician who is already trained in
this field and also holds a diploma in massage therapy. Hypnotherapy can be
guided sitting in a chair, lying on the treatment bed or even when receiving
a massage. As we can all attest, we are at a very relaxed state when having
a massage so this could be a perfect time to integrate positive and powerful
suggestive imagery. If finding such a therapist seems remote, then marrying
the two with the qualified hypnotist speaking to the client whilst they receive
the massage by a licensed therapist is another possible method of delivery.
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A simple example of guided meditation might
go like this… The room is warm; dimly lit,
meditative music is playing softly in the background
and the client is lying on their back with a pillow
under their head and knees. They are covered and
comfortable and an eye mask is lightly over their
eyes. The client is asked to take a deep breath
inhaling fully and slowly exhaling, repeating this
slow breathing through their head, neck, arms,
chest, torso, legs and feet to release any stress or
tension fully and deeply. They are then asked to
imagine a staircase where they are walking carefully
but deliberately down, down, down onto a deeper,
longer staircase. At the last step they are asked
to slowly open a door to a, “happy place” they
remember. It is suggested that it could be a beach,
forest or mountain panorama, or the client is asked
where they would like it to be. In this instance,
it is a beach scene with warm white sand beneath
their feet and they are guided to slowly lie down
under a strong, tall, shady palm tree. They feel and
experience each grain of sand below their body and
there is a gentle, warm breeze blowing from above.
They are reminded to continue to breathe slowly
and deeply while feeling relaxed, calm and peaceful
in this beautiful serene place. As the client reaches
that, “alpha state” of the subconscious this is where
the positive suggestive imagery comes in. It might
be to help this client with relaxation before they
sleep as they might sometimes suffer from insomnia.
The guided imagery might be delivered like this.
“You are going to experience deep and restful sleep
each and every night you lay your head upon your
pillow”. “You will count from 48 to one very slowly;
you will fall asleep quickly and deeply and you
will sleep deeply each and every night”. And then
your client will be guided back to the Beta state of
consciousness, gently, quickly and effectively. They
will awake fully, feeling refreshed, relaxed and armed
with a new skill for combating their insomnia or
sleepless nights.
This is essentially the essence of hypnotherapy
and guided meditation. This particular relaxation
technique above is one I’ve experienced
personally, delivered by a licensed, diplomaqualified hypnotherapist. You can find out more
and get referrals from The Australian Society
of Clinical Hypnotherapists on their website
https://www.asch.com.au
Some spas in Australia already successfully
integrating hypnotherapy are Zaniya Beauty &
Spa Therapies in WA and Chuan Spa in Victoria.
In the USA there are many more, such as Blissful
Journey Day Spa; Day Off Day Spa; Massage
& Hypnotherapy as well as Living Health in
Tennessee. You can check out all of these and
others online to see how they are working
with guided meditation and hypnotherapy and
successfully expanding their services to clients. n

